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About This Game

So Many Me combines puzzle-solving platform gameplay and the careful resource management of classic games like
Lemmings!
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You play as an unassuming green blob named Filo, who has an incredible ability: to control his many, many clones -- referred to
as the “ME”. These clones possess all sorts of fun abilities that can be used to solve puzzles throughout the game. As you

progress further through Filo’s adventure, you will find a variety of new types of clones. Understanding and harnessing their
unique powers are key to your success.

Filo’s myriad of adventures take him to a whimsical universe. It features a colorful art genre filled with adorable characters in
their world’s mysterious environment.

Honorable Mentions, Main Competition – IGF China

IndieCade E3 Showcase – IndieCade

Unity Showcase – GDC, China Joy, Tokyo Game Show, Korea Games Conference & G Star Global Game Exhibition

Key Features:

Discover new transformational abilities as you progress through each chapter. Learning to master these forms and
using them in sequence, is key to solving the game’s many puzzles.

Filo’s endless adventures take you to a wondrous world of color filled with delightfully, intriguing characters.

Ride massive and powerful creatures. Utilize their unusual abilities to solve special puzzles and to smash through
pesky obstacles on your way to the goal!

Boss monsters, each with their own distinct characteristics, will try to eliminate you. Challenge and overcome them.

Earn your rewards when you have solved the puzzles! Dozens of adorable costumes, ancient artifacts, and bonus
levels are waiting for you!
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Any DLC without new ship is meant to screw us :-P
======================================================
Alright.I didn't want to write these words,I had a regatta to win.But the so-called twice fixed regatta still blocked me at
Bridgetown.The only improvement was I could finnish 3 stages of the race,instead of zero.Never the less,once again I have
nothing to do now.Thus I have time to talk about the new DLC.
I bought Hero of Nation as soon as it was released,to show my support to the devs and the game.Never played it
yet,however.Thanks to the delay.But I read the walkthrough so basicly I know what this DLC looks like.
Now dear Charles has a chance of being governor.All hail!So what?He is governor of NOTHING.No real power,not even over a
common citizen.Lord governor is merely a void title.What he do is still sailing,or raiding.Look!A governor that raids on a pirate
ship!How ironic...Don't tell me that Governor Charles has the power of collecting tax from St Martin.With a character who is
capable to finnish this DLC,I don''t need money.
I'm NOT blaming this DLC for the lack of real governor power.I'm blaming the devs for they had forgot what the game
was.This is an adventure free sandbox pirate RPG.I bought it for adventure,pirate life,strange stories and the Ghost Ship,not for
noble titles or politic power.
Should I want to be governor or king of the new world,void title or with real power,I could play Empire Total War.Build my
own fleet,capture the colonies of New Spain one by one,assign a mayor to each of them,and construct whatever I want,then
blackmail King Carlos the Idoit a huge sum for a ceasefire.I've had enough of that,so I deleted my ETW savegame and went
back to TEHO.
Why are there always some players crying for high level politic authorty element in adeventure RPG?Why do they have to seek
for the chance of being governors,dukes,prime ministers or kings in a pirate game?Why did the devs listen to them and mix this
once great game with something that doesn't suit it?
Looks like next DLC will be normal.I like Charles,and Sea Dogs,really.
BTW,please make your third fix to regatta.Most of my friends didn't find that the bug still exists,as you had already
disappointed them with the fail of the first regatta fix and they didn't even want to try the second.TEHO has no native language
of us,yet still they play it with dictionary in hand.Do NOT let them down again,plz.. While the software itself and its assets are
great, there is a huge problem with the license of its contents.

I purchased this software because it said we could use its results for our 2D games. Unfortunately, and to my knowledge it is still
unclear to non-users willing to purchase, the software as of now only authorizes usage of its contents for "RPG Maker".

What does that mean?
It means that you won't be able to use Character Hub production for your 2D Games, not in any way.

At least if you are not a pixel art designer. And if you are a pixel art designer, I wonder what use could be Character Hub to you
as you would combine your tiles and sprites on Photoshop for about the same results.
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The game descriptiom says that "the elements found in the program should work with other 2D game engines as well." As of
now it adds that "RPG Maker assets are for RPG Maker use only". But even some months after, the software only contains
assets from RPG Maker! This means that you cannot use it in any game of yours, unless you make a RPG-Maker-RPG. I've
googled for other 2D resources for Character Hub to no avail. If you know any legal resource library that we may use for our
own games (and not something restrictive like RPG Maker), please tell!

The software should be renamed as "Character Hub for RPG Maker" ; as of now, although a very nicely made software, it ends
almost as a scam for programmers willing to use it for their own games. It's very unfortunate as I am sure Character Hub
programmer, an indie, has worked on this software, but it needs clarification and efforts to get some license-free resources.

. I never enjoy playing western RPG before. If it's RPG, it has to be JRPG, but this game, man, it's so good.
The story is short, straight forward, kinda feels like a complimentary for this game, but it's there and it's good.
Lots of variety on how you could play the game, the mechanics not limetless, but you can always experiment.
It's a good game.. Used to be an ok time waster. I got into it as a relax after work game. It's like a FB game as you need energy
to keep going which you either wait for it to refill or buy with real cash. I was fine with that, kept me from spending what little
time I had before bedtime just playing this game.

 My problem with this game is that 2 times I hit level 24, quit for the night. Came home from work the next day, clicked play
and all progress was gone.....had to start over from level 1 again......as I said, it happened twice, both at level 24.

 I'm glad I never spent money on it because I would have been out however much I spent because their official attitude was "we
don't care".

 One day I might redownload it and try but after spending weeks getting higher levels and unlocking new areas...you get bumped
back to level 1 is just fustrating and made me quit.

 It's fun and free so go ahead and try it if you like these type of games...just be warned that if you spend money and get set back
to level 1 again...you were warned..  It is advised to play the Hello Charlotte trilogy before this DLC as it will help
understand the story and characters in Heaven's Gate.
You need to own the Hello Charlotte Ep3 Childhood's End to play this DLC as the file is found within the Childhood's
End game folder

HC: Heaven's Gate is unlike the previous trilogy of games by Etherane so be prepared for a change of pace & game
medium. Instead of immersing you into a gameplay of puzzles, expressionist graphics that evoked emotional reaction & a
surreal world Heaven's Gate takes your hand and let's you explore a kinetic backstory of the HC characters including
Henrietta Warhol, Charles Eyler, Vincent and Felix in the True Realm.

Designed using Ren'py this DLC is an absorbing insight into the relationship between Henrietta (Anri) and Charles as well as
giving us a glimpse into the developing friendship between Charles & Vincent.
This Steam DLC also features an Extra story called Diary in the game menu that details events through Anri's eyes that will
reflect on her developing relationship with Charles Eyler as well as showing a True Realm version of situations covered in
the HC trilogy.

The average reading time is between 40 minutes to an hour with the Diary being a much shorter reading time, the character
artwork is forefront with an image blurred background that is common in Ren'py and other Visual Novel programs such as
VNMaker. There is a skip function typical to Visual Novels and a save option if you don't want to complete this in one
sitting.

I personally enjoyed this approach taken for this DLC as using a Kinetic visual novel style helps add to the reader's transition
between earlier HC games that were based within the TV world\/False Realm and this DLC being focused in the True Realm.
The story does feature mature themes for all the characters ranging from depression to attempted
burgalry\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and self-harm.
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I'm intrigued to see if Etherane will release anymore future Hello Charlotte DLCs as this was a fascinating journey into the
characters from a real life setting perspective and it opened up more of their backstories from a more mature and clearer
view which helped me understand the characters from an emotive angle as the characters went through their 'coming of
age'.

~~~Liked what you see? You can find more at Have a Word~~~. Works great for low end cpu. it focus the cpu and pc on the
game meaning that ur game works faster which means less stutter and for some game more fps too. there is new update also,
which i like. Review for MORDHAU

Mordhau is a first & third-person slasher inspired by games such as Chivalry Medieval Warfare. Also amazing
character creation that lets you create multiple kinds of mercenaries to suit your play style. Mordhau has a variety of
gamemode types: Team Deathmach, Skirmish, Frontline, Battle Royale and Horde. Developed by small studio (10
developers only).

[\u2714]
- Beautiful graphics
- Gameplay mechanics\/combat is superb
- Soundtrack
- Executions
- 32v32 mode
- Horde mode
- Character customisation
- No microtransactions all cosmetics you earn by playing

[\u2718]
- Optimization is not the best
- Glitches

9\/10 highly recommended game

Thanks for reading!
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you end up doing some lame maze stuff instead of playing pinball the whole time. Decent mobile game in the same vein as Lara
Croft Go. Art is good and the puzzles are challenging.. Russian game.. More stuff to do, whats not to like ?. Game has known
sound issues that stop working and require uncertain steps such as bios sound disable+enable. Developers will not fix it. Game is
being sold with major problem.
I recommend googling for "supcom sound problems" and you will get a good idea.
It's a good game, but I do not recommend giving money for a broken product.. A lovely sequel to the original, with some
creative puzzles, fun characters and a quirky world. You'll need to play the first game to enjoy this, but it's worthwhile if you're
a fan of the genre. There were a few puzzles here and there that were made unnecessarily difficult by a lack of clarity (I'm
talking about the knock counting puzzle and the switchboard plugs, if the devs are reading), but the well designed hint system
compensates to some degree.. You can also find it under Steam's 'music' tab.. This game is a buggy mess, what some would
consider "skill" is just broken game mechanics. A single pitchfork kills 10+ zombies in a single hit. Doesn't teach you how to
use your DNA to upgrade. Its hot trash.. SS:SE is a perfect example that Croteam gets it. This game has options for every
gamer! We need more games like this in VR. Full story and every locomotion option possible. Plus it works everytime on my
Rift (no blackscreen like some SteamVR games. I think it's a downgrade from the original. Watchdogs is a dark and emotional
story, while Watchdogs 2 is a comedy and is light-hearted. I will say the side-missions are fun but that's about it. There's more
focus on hacking than on the gun system (which was the opposite in the original Watchdogs) but that's what mad the original so
good. The characters also don't get nearly enough screen time. If you want a fun gameplay game than get this, but if you like
story driven games, prepare to be dissapointed. Honestly, the game is enjoyable and you should give it a go, but wait for it to go
on sale. 6\/10
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